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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pavement surface elevation changes in highway construction work zones have 
increasingly become a focal topic among motorcyclists in recent years, both on a state 
and at a federal level. Though these pavement surface elevation changes have always 
existed among our public roadways and have always been a problem for motorcyclists, 
the numbers of crashes with edge conditions as causation are steadily increasing due the 
increasing numbers of motorcyclists on public roadways today. 

Pavement surface elevation changes on a public roadway can be created many different 
ways. One of the most common, and seemingly, one of the most dangerous is a 
pavement surface elevation change that runs adjacent to the direction of travel. These are 
commonly created when one lane of a traveled roadway is either overlaid with a layer of 
asphalt or milled (layer(s) of asphalt removed) without an adjacent lane receiving the 
same treatment, most generally in a construction zone. These create edge conditions that 
potentially risk the stability and balance of a motorcycle during a lane change . 

. Through an extensive literature search focusing on motorcycle safety, accidents, 
operation, training, and education as influenced by roadway surface discontinuities, no 
published research could be found that assessed risk or hazard to a motorcycle when 
encountering a pavement surface elevation change. All previous studies found that 
addressed pavement surface discontinuities and their risk or hazard based on a given 
height and/or edge shape configuration, were based on models of full size motor vehicles. 
Subsequently, resulting construction standards were created based on findings of such 
research without the effect of these conditions on motorcycles. 

The literature research also revealed that education in relation to the hazard of pavement 
elevation differences and their effects on the control of a motorcycle is insufficient. 
Though mentioned in motorcycle licensing education programs and in most other 
motorcycle operator training programs, the issue does not seem to be emphasized nor 
practiced in the field. This lack of knowledge on the motorcyclists' part may be a 
contributing factor to the high hazard and risk of pavement surface elevation changes. 

Finally, through focus group interviews, it was concluded that many crashes as a result of 
pavement surface elevation changes could be avoided with more targeted advance 
warning and clearer edge delineation where these situations exist. With warning of the 
situation, motorcyclists can better prepare to traverse the pavement surface elevation 
changes or avoid them all together if they lack the experience to safely traverse them. 

With the combination of research done to assess risk and hazard associated with certain 
edge shapes and heights, more of an emphasis on the education of how to properly 
approach these situations, and more targeted advance warning of the pavement surface 
elevation change, the number and quite possibly severity of these crashes may be greatly 
reduced. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Between 1996-2000, annual fatalities from motorcycle crashes in the United States 
increased from 2420 to 3243. For this same period motorcycle fatalities in Texas 
increased from 128 to 259. This represents and increase in percentage of national 
fatalities in Texas from approximately 5% to 8% with 179,329 registered motorcycles in 
2000. 

During the five-year period from 1995-1999, there were reported 17,965 motorcycles 
involved in crashes on roadways in the State of Texas. This represents 0.62% of all the 
motor vehicles involved in reported crashes for the same period. However, for obvious 
reasons, the severity of these crashes is considerable. In 94% of motorcycle crashed the 
rider or passenger is seriously injured as compared to 45% of all motor vehicle crashes 
(1). 

Also, during the last five years, there has been outspoken concern by the Motorcycle 
Rider's Community and Safety Organizations, both nationally and in Texas, over 
designated hazards associated with pavement surface elevation differences and their 
effects on motorcycle stability and control. Specifically, pavement surface elevation 
differences may be created within highway construction work zones associated with 
overlay or milling operations. From 1995-1999, there were reported 670 (3.7%) 
motorcycle crashes indicated with road condition as "Under Construction." (1) 

Past research by Ivey (2), established pavement edge heights and shapes with relative 
degrees of risk as hazards affecting control of automobiles and light trucks. The tests and 
results of this work were used to establish both maintenance and construction guidelines 
for warning, protection, and/or remediation. However, none of these tests involved 
motorcycle traversal. 

1.2 Study Scope and Objectives 

The scope of this investigation will be two-folded: 

(1) Assimilate and review all research directed to the risk or hazards associated 
with motorcycle stability and/or loss of control upon negotiation of various 
types (edge shape) and heights (elevation difference) of pavement surface 
discontinuities associated with common highway construction paving and 
rehabilitation operations; and 

(2) Analyze, in detail, each of the motorcycle crashes indicated for the period 
1995-1999 as occurring with road construction for causative factors 
determined to be from pavement surface elevation differences. 

The remainder of this report discusses all efforts in this research along with a summary of 
findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2 MOTORCYCLE OPERATION
STABILITY/COUNTERSTEERING 

2.1 Stability 

Operation of a motorcycle is not necessarily as simple as it may appear to be. There are 
many aspects that, without experience, make a motorcycle difficult to ride. Stability is the 
ultimate goal in the operation of a motorcycle and stability must be maintained while 
concurrently performing a countless number of other operations. Some of these 
operations may be as simple as maintaining a constant speed or as complicated as 
balancing the natural pull of gravity to overturn the motorcycle with the centrifugal forces, 
created by the spinning wheels, that naturally want to upright the motorcycle in order to 
successfully negotiate a smooth, constant tum. Any one of these operations may or may 
not be easy to perform but performing many of these operations while simultaneously 
maintaining motorcycle stability can become very complex. 

In order to tum a motorcycle while traveling at speeds above 5 MPH it must lean Q). 
Unlike a four-wheeled vehicle, the front wheel does not have to tum in the direction of the 
tum. One of the reasons that a motorcycle can tum without turning the wheel in the 
direction of the tum is a result of the shape of the tire and an effect called camber thrust 
Q). When compared to the shape of a tire found on a car it can be seen that it is rounded, 
or cambered, as opposed to flat from side to side of the tire. Although both the contact 
patch of a car tire and the contact patch of a motorcycle are both flat, the cambering of a 
motorcycle tire plays a very important role in how a motorcycle turns. When a 
motorcycle is traveling upright the contact patches of the wheels are directly in the center 
of the tire, thus they are the furthest point from the center ofrotation. When a motorcycle 
is leaned over the contact patch remains flat, but since the tire is rounded the contact patch 
moves "up" the side of the tire and ultimately moves closer to the center of rotation. Due 
to the Conservation of Angular Momentum, which basically says that points further from 
the center of rotation are moving faster than points closer to the center of rotation, the 
wheels are pulled in the direction of the "slower" rotation and the motorcycle is forced to 
follow. This can be demonstrated with any tapered cup. When a cup is placed on its side 
on a flat surface and rolled it will tum in the direction of the smaller diameter (typically 
the bottom of the cup) (1). This is the exact same effect of a motorcycle tire on a roadway 
and the reason it turns when it is leaned. 

2.2 Countersteering 

In order to initiate and maintain a certain degree of lean (depending on how sharp of a tum 
is desired) countersteering is required. Countersteering, though proven to exist but not 
fully understood, remains to be one of the most confusing aspects of riding a motorcycle. 
Simply put, countersteering is the process of steering the front wheel of a motorcycle the 
opposite direction that you want the motorcycle to tum (4). Though the technical 
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explanation of the phenomenon is beyond the scope of this report, a brief explanation is 
required such that the effects of a pavement surface elevation difference on a motorcycle 
can be assessed. 

At low speeds, 5 MPH or less, a motorcycle is balanced by steering the front wheel. For 
example, if a motorcycle starts to fall over to the left, the front wheel can be steered to the 
left in order to move the contact patches of the tires with the road under the center of 
gravity of the motorcycle thus maintaining balance (~). This effect is exactly the same as 
operating a bicycle, but that is where the similarities between a motorcycle and a bicycle 
end. In fact, at higher speeds, the exact opposite is true. As previously mentioned, 
countersteering is required to turn the motorcycle at higher speeds. If you want to turn 
right then initially, whether you are consciously aware of it or not, you push on the right 
handlebar or pull on the left handlebar, or a combination of both in order to turn the front 
wheel to the left. This causes the front wheel to lean to the right, thus resulting in the 
motorcycle to take a right turning path. To take a left turning path, the same is required, 
only in opposite directions. 

When operating a motorcycle, you don't realize that you are performing this operation 
unless you have been formally trained or made consciously aware of it. One would 
assume that such an unnatural sounding operation would be quite obvious or even be 
required to be a conscious action in order to successfully negotiate a tum. Experience 
proves to play a significant role in this effect feeling natural. Through experience you 
learn what is required to turn a motorcycle and this feels normal because it is what has 
always been required. Thus, although you are doing the exact opposite of what you would 
naturally think you were, it feels completely normal. 

2.3 Effects of Pavement Elevation Differences 

Countersteering is used every time the motorcyclist wants to change the direction of the 
motorcycle at speeds over 5 MPH. So when traveling on a roadway and a motorcyclist 
wants to change lanes this process must be used. This becomes a serious problem when 
there is a pavement surface elevation change between two lanes of travel. A pavement 
surface elevation change typically exists in construction zones where milling or 
overlaying of pavement has taken place on one lane previous to it taking place on another. 
This creates an edge that runs parallel to the lanes of travel. When attempting to traverse 
one of these edges a motorcycle becomes very vulnerable and stability and balance, at 
times, are lost. 

There are a couple of ways a motorcyclist can go down as a result of one of these edges. 
Firstly, assume this condition and the motorcyclist is traveling below the edge and 
completely unaware of the edge. When traveling parallel to the edge everything is fine 
until the motorcyclist attempts to change lanes. Motorcyclists are taught that abrupt 
maneuvers risk the loss of stability and balance, it also risks the loss of conspicuity to 
other drivers, thus must only be used when necessary. When typically changing lanes, 
motorcyclists are taught to use a smooth, gradual movement from one lane to the next. If 
gradually moving, or in a small angle, over an edge a motorcycle tire will slowly move 
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towards the edge eventually making contact with the edge. When contact is made, the 
side of the motorcycle tire makes contact with the top of the edge. This contact will pull 
the motorcycle abruptly into the edge. The same explanation as used in why a motorcycle 
turns when it leans can be applied to this situation, the conservation of angular momentum 
Q). When contact with the edge is made, the contact point between the tire and the edge 
is closer to the center of rotation thus moves slower than the part of the tire that is in 
contact with the roadway. This effect will automatically pull the motorcycle in the 
direction of the edge. One more point must be made here: the higher the edge the closer 
the contact point is to the center of rotation thus the slower that point is rotating. The 
greater the speed differentials between the contact point on the road and the contact point 
on the edge, the stronger the pull of the motorcycle in that direction. Thus, the higher the 
edge the stronger and more violent the pull on the motorcycle is. 

Secondly, a problem can arise due to the process of countersteering. Assume the same 
scenario previously described. A motorcyclist is traveling in the lower lane of a pavement 
elevation difference that is running parallel to travel. This time the motorcyclist is aware 
of the situation so they try to attack it a little more aggressively. This time the 
motorcyclist leans the motorcycle over using the countersteering method to begin in the 
direction of the pavement elevation difference. The front motorcycle wheel makes contact 
with the edge at a velocity great enough to actually briefly ramp the front wheel off the 
ground, during which the motorcycle is still in a leaned position. The millisecond the tire 
loses contact with the ground, the whole balanced system between the rider and the 
motorcycle is thrown out of equilibrium. The natural gyroscopic effect of the wheel, 
without resistance, will attempt to upright the motorcycle. Though, the wheel may only 
come off of the ground for less than a second, the angle change from the lean of the 
motorcycle in order to make the motorcycle turn towards more of an upright condition 
may prove to be disastrous. As previously explained, the method of countersteering 
causes the front wheel to not be turned in the direction of the tum. When the front wheel 
regains contact with the pavement, the angle of the bike has been thrown off but the front 
wheel is turned in the same direction it was previous to the front wheel loosing contact 
with the pavement (counter the tum). Due to the "upright" angle change of the 
motorcycle, the contact patch of the front wheel changes positions along the tire to be 
more towards the middle of the tire. When the contact changes positions without the front 
wheel turning to compensate the motorcycle will take a completely different turning 
direction. Unexpected to the motorcyclist, the motorcycle will "whip" from side to side 
violently as the front wheel attempts to regain balance possibly throwing the 
motorcyclist( s) from the motorcycle. 
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CHAPTER 3 MOTORCYCLE 
LICENSING/TRAINING/EDUCATION 

3.1 Motorcycle Licensing 

By 1968 it was evident that motorcycle testing and motorcycle licensing would be the 
"most promising means of achieving long-term, cost-effective crash reductions"@. In 
1974 a panel of experts convened and created a basic framework of standards for properly 
licensing and testing motorcyclists. This first generation motorcycle licensing model was 
entitled "The Motorcycle Operator Licensing Plan." In 1978, this model was adopted by 
the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMV A) and by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). Since 1978 the model has 
been revised in 1981, 1989, and finally in 1997. Following each subsequent revisal new 
research had been performed and new issues arose requiring the constant evolution of 
what is now known as the "Motorcycle Operator Licensing System: Guidelines for Motor 
Vehicle Administrators." 

NHTSA in cooperation with AAMV A and the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) have 
established the most current "Guidelines for Motor Vehicle Administrators." This manual 
has been written in order to educate Motor Vehicle Administrators of the optimal model 
for a motorcycle licensing system. This model is created based on the most current 
research incorporated into a model that has accumulatively been based on over 25 years of 
research and experience (fil. 

From the most recent edition of the "Guidelines for Motor Vehicle Administrators, a 
classified driver license is a "license indicating that the holder has been examined and is 
qualified to drive the vehicle of the classification(s) for which they applied(§). A 
classified driver license is required to operate a motorcycle in all 50 states including the 
District of Columbia. In order to obtain a classified driver license a motorcyclist must 
complete the requirements specified by the state of residency. All states less New Jersey 
will waive knowledge and/or skill tests for eligible applicants who have successfully 
tested in another jurisdiction and maintain licensing standards acceptable to the current 
jurisdiction (1). 

Motorcycle licensing is ultimately a means for crash reduction among motorcyclists, 
concurrently resulting in a reduction in fatalities. Licensing alone does not accomplish 
such results; it's the requirements that licensing entails that create the results. As 
previously explained, in order to obtain a motorcycle license, certain tests must be passed. 
These tests require knowledge of almost every aspect of riding a motorcycle on a public 
roadway as well as being able to actually ride the motorcycle. This knowledge that the 
licensing tests test is not common knowledge among the "non-motorcyclist," the only way 
such knowledge can be obtained is through education. Education can either be self-taught 
or can be obtained through a state approved rider-training program. The safest and most 
effective means of education is through a state approved rider training program. 
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3.2 Training 

The operation of a motorcycle on a public roadway, though at times appears quite easy, is 
actually very difficult. There are many physical aspects of a motorcycle that alone, not to 
mention in conjunction with each other, make it difficult to operate. The most obvious 
and most significant is the fact that a motorcycle will not remain upright on its own. In 
any safe operation of a motorcycle the skill of balance must be learned. Balance is not 
maintained by simply sitting on the seat of a motorcycle and attempting to shift weight 
accordingly while not in motion. Balance must be maintained while actively performing a 
countless number of functions while moving at some rate of speed. Such functions 
include observing the roadway as well as other traffic, maintaining a constant speed by 
manipulating the gas, shifting while utilizing the clutch, braking, making evasive 
maneuvers in appropriate situations, etc. These functions will all affect the balance of a 
motorcycle while it is in motion. The knowledge of how the utilization of each of these 
functions affects balance and the use of each of these functions to maintain balance takes 
precedence in learning the actual skill of balance. The only way to learn the skill of 
balance is through experience. But, the question is "how does one go about getting the 
required experience without endangering themselves or others on public roadways?" 
Rider training courses have been exemplary in providing this necessary experience. 

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) created in 1973 has been the United States' 
leading provider of motorcycle rider training, operator licensing, and government relations 
(Q). Since the formation of the MSF, a significant amount of attention has been given to 
the problem of inexperienced riders. The safest place for a rider to gain necessary 
knowledge on safely riding a motorcycle is off the public roadway system and in a safe, 
monitored environment. The MSF has successfully developed the Motorcycle 
RiderCourse:Riding and Street Skills (MRC:RSS). This course specializes in developing 
a beginning motorcyclist's riding skills, both in the classroom as well as with off-street 
training. The course consists of approximately 16 hours of training, half in the classroom 
and half on a motorcycle in a controlled environment (fil. The MSF has also developed a 
course for advanced skills training entitled the Experienced RiderCourse (ERC). 

Currently, forty-seven states have a state legislated rider-training program (1). The most 
commonly used curriculum for these rider-training programs is that of the MSF' s 
Motorcycle RiderCourse:Riding and Street Skills (MRC:RSS) for beginners and the 
Experienced RiderCourse (ERC) for advanced training. Few states require this type of 
training previous to obtaining a motorcycle license but majority recommend it. Incentives 
are heavily placed on the development of these skills prior to licensure. One common 
incentive is the waiver of the knowledge and/or skills test for licensure applicants who 
have successfully completed a state approved rider education program. Another incentive 
does not come from the state but rather from insurance companies. Many insurance 
companies will honor a lower insurance rate for a motorcyclist who completes a state 
approved rider education rider program. A third incentive comes from the manufacturers 
and distributors of BMW, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki, and Yamaha motorcycles. These 
companies, among others, offer to pay for the course iftaken within a certain amount of 
time of the purchase of one of their motorcycles. 
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3.3 Texas Licensing Standards 

In 1984 Texas instituted a classified drivers license system (2). This, simply stated, means 
that in order to legally operate a motorcycle on a public roadway the operator "must hold 
a valid motorcycle license (Class M driver's license)." In order to receive this classified 
license an adult applicant, 16 or older, must go to the Department of Public Safety and 
pass a written knowledge test which covers traffic laws, information, and practices all 
pertaining to motorcycles, as well as an "on-cycle test." The on-cycle test is a test where 
the applicant will "provide a passenger vehicle and a licensed driver to convey the license 
examiner during the road test"(lQ) and the applicant will be followed and tested either in 
an actual traffic environment or in a controlled, off-street area. 

In the state of Texas, an adult applicant and a minor applicant of a classified motorcycle 
license have different requirements. The adult applicant, age 18 and above, has the 
option to waiver the road test. This can only be done if the applicant meets certain 
criteria. The applicant must have passed a Department of Public Safety approved basic 
Motorcycle Operator Training Course and have an unrestricted class A, B, or C license in 
order to qualify for the waiver of the road test otherwise the road test must be 
administered and passed by the applicant. For the adult applicant, taking a basic 
Motorcycle Operator Training Course is completely optional. Requirements for licensing 
of minors, between the ages of 15 through 17, are a bit different. By Texas law, minors 
ages 15 through 17 are required to take and pass a basic Motorcycle Operator Training 
Course approved by the Department of Public Safety before applying for a motorcycle 
license. Only the applicants age 16 and above possessing a Class A, B, or C unrestricted 
license have the option to waiver the road test (ll). 

3.4 Texas Licensing Education 

An ideal situation would be one in which every motorcycle license applicant has been 
through one of these state approved rider training programs since motorcycle rider 
training is essential to the safe operation of a motorcycle on a public roadway. Upon 
completion of one of these programs, a beginner expects to be equipped with the 
knowledge and necessary skills to approach most types of common situations and 
successfully ride through them But, even if it was assumed that every applicant has been 
through one of these programs, could it be assumed that every rider knows of pavement 
discontinuities, in particular, uneven lanes, and how to properly traverse them? 

3.5 Summary 

Since the Motorcycle Safety Foundation rider education training courses are the leading 
provider of rider education in the state of Texas, the curriculum of these courses was 
observed in order to assess how much attention was given to the issue of different 
pavement discontinuities. It was found that pavement discontinuities are discussed in the 
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classroom and instructions are given on how to traverse such things as rain grooves, 
bridge gratings, bumps, and cracks but uneven lanes are given little attention other than 
the instruction to ride over them you must traverse them as close to a 90° angle as possible 
while shifting your weight off the seat and onto the foot pegs. 
In the state of Texas, as previously mentioned, if an applicant is age 17 or over they can 
opt to not take a rider training course. In which case they are given the Texas Department 
of Public Safety Motorcycle Operator Manual that will help prepare them for the written 
part of the Ii censure test. The Motorcycle Operator Manual was also reviewed and the 
situation of uneven lanes is not mentioned in the manual. The closest subjects addressed 
were railroad tracks and grooves and gratings. In fact, when given the road test, the 
situation of uneven lanes is not even addressed. 
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CHAPTER 4 LITERATURE SEARCH AND REVIEW 

4.1 Search Engines 

An extensive literature search was conducted focusing on motorcycle safety, accidents, 
operation, training, and education as influenced by roadway surface discontinuities; i.e. 
specifically, pavement elevation differences occurring as part of highway construction 
activities. Related key word queries were instituted through the following internet search 
engines: 

• Colusses: http://www.searchenginecolossus.com (links to search engines in over 
180 different countries) 

• NorthemLight: www.northemligh.com (research search engine) 

• FindWhat: www.findwhat.com 

• Kanoodle: www.kanoodle.com 

• LookSmart: www.looksmart.com 

• lnfoseek: www.infoseek.com 

• Search: www.search.com 

• Mamma: www.mamma.com 

• Google: www.google.com 

• AltaVista: www.altavista.com 

• Metacrawler: www.metacrawler.com 

• Dogpile: www.dogpile.com 

• Yahoo: www.yahoo.com 

• DirectHit: www.directhit.com 
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4.2 Internet Websites 

The following websites were identified with relevant information: 

• 1999 Iowa Crash Facts 
http://www.dot.state.ia.us/mvd/ods/facts99/mc.pdf 

• International Roughness Index 
http://www.umtri.umich.edu/erd/roughness/iri.html 

• Roadway Conditions as Contributing Factors in 1998 Florida Traffic Crashes 
http://www.cutr.eng.usf.edu/index2.htm 

• Transportation Resources List 
http://www.cutr.eng.usfedu.index2.htm 

• Motorcycle Safety Foundation 
http://msf-usa.org 

• National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety 
http://www.ahainc.com/nams 

• Highway Safety and Accident Reconstruction Publications 
http://www.criterionpress.com/publications.cfin 

• Minnesota: 1996 Motorcycle Crash Facts 
http://www.dps.state.m.us/trafsafe/96crash/96mtrccf.html 

• Transportation Research Laboratory - United Kingdom 
http://www.trl.co.uk 

• Minnesota Department of Transportation 
http://www.dot.state.mu. us/reslib .html 

• National Association of State Motorcycle Safety Administrators 
http://www.smsa.org 

• Motorcycle Riders Foundation 
http://www.mrf.org/research.html 

• Snell Memorial Foundation 
http://www.sm£org 

• Utah: 1997 Crash Summary 
http://codes.med.utah.edu/UtahCrash1997/section5.html 
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• Final Report of the Motorcyclists and Crash Barriers Project 
http://www.nmcu.org/publ/fema cbp 

• The American Motorcyclist Association 
http://www.ama-cycle.org/index.asp 

• Wisconsin: 2000 Motorcycle Crash Facts- 2001 edition 
http://www.dot.state.wi.us/dtim/bts/safety-facts.htm 

• Motorcycle Safety Document 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/trb/publications/millennium/00075.pdf 

• Iowa: 1999 Crash Facts 
http://www.dot.state.ia.us/mvd/ods/facts99/mc.pdf 

• Need For Research Paper 
http://www.ahainc.com/nams/PDFs/NAMS 02.pdf 

• Analysis of Fatal Motorcycle Crashes: Crash Typing from FARS Data 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/PPSC/Research/iune95.htm 

• Control and Stability Analysis of Two-Wheeled Road Vehicles 
http://www.ee.ic.ac.uk/control/motorcycles 

• Motorcycle Notes: Road Markings and Slippery Surfaces 
http://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/traf man/pdf/tr2000068.pdf 

• Modem Control Systems Analysis and Design Using MATLAB and SIMULINK 
(website to order book) 
http://cseng.aw.com/book/toc/0,3830,0201498464,00.html 

• Motorcycle Rider Training and Safety Index 
http://www.moto-directory.com/safety.htm 

• National Center for Statistics and Analysis 
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/department/nrd-30/ncsa/ Availlnf.html 

• FARS Web-Based Encyclopedia 
http://w"ww-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov 

• Utah: Crash Outcome Data Evaluation System (CODES) 
http://codes.med.utah.edu 

• State CODES Sites 
http://codes.med.utah.edu/otherresource/other resources.htm 
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• Institute of Police Technology and Management 
http://www.iptm.org 

• Transportation Safety Institute 
http://www.tsi.dot.gov 

• Australia: Accident Research Center 
http://www.general.monash.edu.au/muarc 

• Society of Automotive Engineers 
http://www.sae.org 

• National Transportation Library 
http://ntl.bts.gov 

• Transafety Inc. 
http://www.usroads.com 

• Motorcycle Safety Ring 
http://e.webring.com/webring?ring=safety&id= 16&list 

• METrans Transportation Center 
http://www.metrans.com 

• Transportation Research Board 
http://www.nas.edu/trb 

• University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
http://www.umtri.umich.edu 

• Center for Transportation Research, UT-Austin 
http://www.utexas.edu/depts/ctr 

• Virginia Tech Transportation Research and Education, Iowa State 
http://www.ctre.iastate.edu 

• Institute for Transportation research and Education at NC State University 
http ://itre.ncsu.edu 

4.3 Databases/Journals 

Several on-line databases and journals were also accessed. They are listed below: 

• Lexis-Nexis Statistical Universe 
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• National Technical Information Services 

• Transport-[ WebSpirs ] 

• Global Mobility Database (SAE) 

• Accident Analysis and Prevention 

• Journal of Safety Research 

4.4 Personal Contacts 

Personal contacts by phone or through e-mail were also made with the following 
individuals: 

• Mr. Ed Moreland - American Motorcycle Association 

• Mr. Richard Retting - Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 

• Mr. Sean Maher - American Motorcycle Association 

• Mr. William Crittendon - National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

• Ms. Merri Waters -American Motorcycle Association 

• Dr. Don Ivey - Scientific Inquiry, Inc. 

• Mr. James Lick- Collision Research, Inc. 

• Mr. Keith Code - California Superbike School 

• Ms. Diane Dodson - TxDOT 

4.5 Findings 

Based upon all of the aforementioned literature search, identification, assimilation, review 
and analysis, no published research could be found that established the risk or hazard to a 
motorcycle of encountering a roadway pavement surface elevation difference within a 
highway construction work zone of a given height and/or of a given edge shape 
configuration. All studies, which have addressed pavement surface discontinuities, were 
conducted with field tests or models of full size motor vehicles. 
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CHAPTER 5 GUIDELINES AND NEEDS 

In the State of Texas there are guidelines that are to be followed when an edge condition 
exists. Specific signing guidelines are set up to make the motorists aware of the condition. 
It is stated in the Standard Plans of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), that 
an "UNEVEN LANES sign should be installed in advance of the condition and repeated 
every mile. Signs installed along the uneven lane condition may be supplemented with 
the NEXT XX MILES sign or Advisory Speed sign." These guidelines comport with the 
guidelines set in the Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (TMUTCD). In 
the TMUTCD, the placement of the "UNEVEN LANES" sign is listed as guidance. 
Guidance, as stated in the TMUTCD, is "a statement of recommended, but not mandatory 
practice in typical situations, with deviations allowed if engineering judgment or 
engineering study indicates the deviation to be appropriate." With this stated, it is 
possible that an edge condition could exist without any advanced or present warning of 
the condition. 

Also, the guidelines state conditions where uneven lanes can occur. "The edge conditions 
may be present between shoulders and travel lanes, between adjacent or opposing travel 
lanes, or at intermediate points across the width of the paved surface." The standards also 
state the conditions that the edge conditions must meet. According to the Standard Plans 
of the Texas Department of Transportation, there can be up to a 2-inch drop off with no 
taper, but signing is required at heights between 2 inches and 1 inches although, there can 
be up to a 1-inch drop off with no signing or taper. 

The completed guidelines for "Treatment of Pavement Drop-offs in Work Zones" 
included in the TxDOT Roadway Design Manual are given in Appendix A. 

The current guidelines utilized by the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) 
were founded and predicated upon research by Ivey, Et. Al. (2) conducted at the Texas 
Transportation Institute ( TTI ). Full-scale driving tests were conducted on these different 
edge shades from 0-6 inches in height traversed by passenger autos and light trucks with 
operators of varying experience. Further simulation studies assessed rollover potential of 
pavement elevation differences up to 24 inches. The findings of this research resulted in 
both warning and protective requirements for pavement drop-offs in work zones to by 
complied with by all contractors on state roadways. However, within the research project, 
no tests or considerations were given to impacts on stability or risk potential of 
negotiation of pavement elevation differences by motorcycles. This fact was brought out 
by Mr. Roy W. Anderson in response to presentation and publications of the subject 
research by the Transportation Research Board (TRB). 

"The paper does not discuss the effects of pavement edge drop-offs on the 
possibility of motorcycle instability when a rider encounters a vertical edge 
drop-off of less than 1. 5 in. The paper states that vertical edge drop-offs 
between lanes of travel should not exceed 1.5 in. Author Ivey, in response to a 
question at the 1988 TRB meeting presentation of this paper, responded that 
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edge heights of less than 1 in. could cause instability in a motorcycle. In fact, he 
said that any vertical edge can be a problem for a motorcycle. Clearly, the 
guidelines do not consider this hazard adequately and thus are flawed. " 

Dr. Don Ivey responded to this criticism with the following statement: 

"Anderson is concerned about the fact that motorcycles may sometimes prove 
unstable if brought into contact with very small edges, the type of edges 
sometimes produced by single lift of asphaltic concrete. Motorcycles are 
probably more difficult to control when in contact with any type of surface 
discontinuity, but to reach the conclusion that their omission in these 
guidelines is inappropriate is a mistake for several reasons. To this date there 
have been at least eight papers written on the pavement edges phenomenon. 
None have considered motorcycles. The reason for that is twofold. First, 
there is no precedent for use of a motorcycle as a "design Vehicle" for 
highways. Highways are designed for automobiles and common types of 
trucks. It has never been considered practical to cover the entire spectrum of 
vehicles that may be found on a highway. The usual MUTCD signing of a 
construction zone should be enough to put the motorcycle rider on notice that 
he is moving into an area that may put unique requirements on him to drive 
with care. It was not considered appropriate to post warnings for extremely 
small sloped edges that have no significant influence on automobiles. The 
guidelines do suggest that the sharper edges (50-90 degrees, Edge Condition 
III) should be treated with warning signs (CW 21-13. or 14) and delineation 
(vertical panels) even when the edge height is less that 2 in." 

The completed guidelines for "Treatment of Pavement Drop-offs in Work Zones" 
included in the TxDOT roadway design manual are given in appendix _. 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has released within the 
past year a document entitled "National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety (NAMS)." This 
publication (1) was to give direction for future motorcycle research. One relevant section 
of NAMS addressed the influence ofroadway characteristics on motorcycle safety 
through the following statements: 

• "Roadway design, maintenance, and construction are generally directed toward the 
needs of multi-wheel vehicles, with the needs of motorcycles often addressed as an 
afterthought." 

• "Poor road design and maintenance contribute to motorcycle crashes, injuries, and 
fatalities. A variety of common road conditions and design factors can pose 
hazards to motorcyclists." 

• "Current highway standards permit pavement ridges of up to 1.5 inches without 
tapering, which pose a significant hazard to motorcycles." 
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• "Current work-zone signage practices may not adequately address the safety needs 
of motorcyclists." 

Selected recommendations put forth in this report were affirmed and supported by a 
statement issued by L Robert Shelton, executive director on NHTSA, before the U.S. 
House of Representatives Transportation Subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee 
on April 26, 2001. These are as follows from the NAMS report: 

• Identify and prioritize roadway hazards to motorcycle operation. 

• Develop and revise highway standards on all levels-federal, state, county, and 
local-to reflect the need of motorcyclists and encourage motorcycle-friendly 
design, construction, and maintenance procedures. 

• Create a working group to recommend changes to highway standards to increase 
motorcycle safety. 

• Post specific warnings for motorcyclists where unavoidable hazards exist. 

• Revise the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) so that signage 
better communicates roadway or construction conditions that present hazards to 
motorcyclists. 

• Educate motorcyclists about the hazards created by common roadway defects and 
maintenance methods. Emphasize riding skills required to negotiate these hazards 
through education and training. 
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CHAPTER 6 MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

As stated previously, the Texas Department of Public Safety statewide crash database 
indicated there were 17,753 motorcycle involved crashes in Texas over the period 1995-
1999. As shown in Table 1, 670 of these crashes were coded within the reporting variable 
"Road Condition" as "Road Under Construction." 

T bl 1 T M l C h 199 1999 C d db R d C d.f a e : ex as otorcyc e ras es, 5- o e "lT oa on 11on 
' ROAD CONDITION YEAR 

Frequency 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total 
MAINT, REP AIR 0 1 2 1 1 1 
NO DEFECTS 3292 3222 2947 3306 3737 16504 
HOLES, RUTS, ETC 15 4 8 16 7 50 
DEF SHOULDERS 3 2 0 0 2 7 
FOREIGN 55 39 44 47 50 235 
MATERIAL 
WATER OR DEBRIS 0 1 0 1 2 4 
SLICK SURFACE 57 64 39 49 53 262 
UNLIGHTED OBSTR 4 1 2 1 1 9 
UNMARKED OBSTR 5 1 1 0 0 7· 
ROAD UNDER 133 111 133 132 161 670 
CONST 
Total 3564 3446 3176 3553 4014 17753 

In these 670 road-under-construction motorcycle involved crashes, 23 people were killed, 
201 sustained A-level injuries, 360 sustained B-level, and 222 sustained C-level injuries. 
A complete listing of these 670 accidents by number, date, and county is given in 
AppendixB. 

As can be seen in table 2, 421 (62.8%) of these motorcycle involved crashes occurred 
during hours of daylight. 

Tb a le 2: Texas Motorcycle Crashers, 1995-1999, Coded bv Li2ht on 1t1on 
Light YEAR 
Condition 
Frequency 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total 
DAYLIGHT 80 73 83 83 102 421 
DAWN 1 2 3 1 2 9 
DARK NOT 21 12 20 21 22 96 
LIGHTED 
DARK 29 23 24 25 28 129 
LIGHTED 
DUSK 2 1 3 2 7 15 
Total 133 111 133 132 161 670 
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Table 3 indicates that 641 95.7% of these crashes were on dry surface. 

T bl 3 T M I C h 199 1999 C d db S rf C d"f a e . exas otorcyc e ras es, 5- o e v u ace on I IOll . ' Surface YEAR 
Condition 
Frequency 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total 
DRY 130 107 122 125 157 641 
WET 3 4 9 7 3 26 
MUDDY 0 0 2 0 1 3 
Total 133 111 133 132 161 670 

Complete "hard" copies of the investigating police reports of these 670 motorcycle 
involved crashes on roads under construction were obtained for detailed analysis. Each 
was examined and specific information assimilated into a standard format. This data was 
then screened for motorcycle involved crashes on roads under construction with causative 
or contributing factor of an edge drop, rock, loose dirt/gravel, hole, bump, etc. This subset 
of seventy-four (74) accidents is given in Appendix C. 

Further detailed examination of these seventy-four (74) crashes indicates only twenty
eight (28) have a clear narrative indication that motorcycle loss of control was due to a 
pavement surface elevation difference. · 

T bl 4 S f P t S f El t" D"ffi c dC h a e . ummarvo ave men ur ace eva ion 1 erence a use ras es . 
Total Crashes Crashes No.of No.of Daytime Nighttime Crashes 
No.of with over 50 Male Female Crashes Crashes on Dry 
Crashes operators MPH Operators Operators Pavement 

age 50+ 

No.of 28 7 16 26 2 8 20 28 
Crashes 
% 100% 25% 57% 93% 7% 29% 71% 100% 
Total 

A breakdown ofrelevant characteristics of these crashes is shown in Table 4. For the 
miles of highway construction work zones open to traffic in Texas over the designated 
five year period of crash analysts (1995-1999), this frequency of crashes seems very low. 
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CHAPTER 7 MOTORCYCLIST FOCUS GROUP MEETING 

7.1 Participation 
On May 1, 2002 a focus group of experienced motorcyclists from the Houston metro area 
were contacted and interviewed. The focus group consisted of nine (9) motorcyclists with 
individual, personal accounts of accidents caused by a pavement surface elevation change. 
Each individual had separate accidents all very similar in characteristics. It was expressed 
by the group that this was a very serious issue that needed to be addressed, both on a state 
and possibly even at a federal level. A listing of focus group participants and approximate 
years of motorcycle riding experience is shown below. 

• Straus Scantlin- 15 years of riding experience 

• Diana Clark-40 years of riding experience 

• Robert R. Colopy-40 years of riding experience 

• Bill Crittenden-40 years of riding experience 

• George C. Miller-25 years of riding experience 

• Bill Askew-26 years of riding experience 

• Eric Puffer-30 years of riding experience 

• Terrie Miller-20 years of riding experience 

7.2 Methodology 

Each focus group participant was asked to document their experience under a standard 
survey format of questions. These survey questions and comment format are given as 
follows: 

• What caused the accident? 

• What was the approximate date it happened? 

• Where did it happen? (State, City, Interstate, etc.) 

• What was the make, 
model, and size of the motorcycle you were riding? 
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• Briefly explain the conditions. (Day/Night, Wet/Dry, Construction Zone, etc.) 
What was your approximate speed? 

• Did you get an actual measurement of the edge trap? 

• If so, what was the height, If not what would you approximate it to be? 

• If the edge trap was 1" or less do you believe the accident would still have 
occurred? 

• Were you aware/unaware of the edge trap? 

• Were there any warning signs warning of the condition? If so, what were 
they? 

• Any other information you think would be relevant? 

7.3 Results 

Riding experience of each of the riders ranged anywhere from 15 years up to 40 years. 
Majority of the riders were very involved with riding clubs and riding groups. In fact, one 
of the riders is a safety officer for two separate riding groups. This helps to emphasize 
that edge traps aren't necessarily just a problem among young, uneducated, and 
inexperienced riders but are a continual problem among even very experienced 
motorcyclists. 

One of the major points that the group stressed is the amount of under-reporting of single 
vehicle motorcycle accidents that goes on. Majority of the group knew of many fellow 
riders who had a single vehicle motorcycle accident and never reported it. The reason 
many motorcyclists don't report their accidents is because of the increase in insurance. 
The group emphasized that majority of the time a single vehicle motorcycle accident 
occurs, the fault is automatically placed on the motorcyclist even though it could have 
very well been caused by an obstruction, a hole, an edge, etc. in the road. 

It is speculated by the consensus of the focus group that if the standards, that have been 
created by the Texas Department of Transportation, were followed then the number of 
accidents caused by these edge conditions would drop significantly. In particular they all 
agreed that none of their accidents would have occurred given the standards were 
followed. All motorcyclists, less one, in the focus group said that ifthe edge condition 
was less than 1-inch it was their opinion that their accident would not have occurred. 
Despite the size of the edge condition, if they were made aware the condition existed then 
they could have taken more precautionary measures and possibly even have avoided 
traversing the edge condition altogether. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 

As stated previously, between 1995-1999 there were reported 17, 965 motorcycle crashes 
in the State of Texas with 670 (3.7%) occurring under conditions of road construction. 
This study has established that only 28 (0.16%) motorcycle crashes of the total could be 
determined to have pavement surface elevation differences of varying heights designated 
as contributing or causative factor. There were no fatalities in the stated five year period 
associated with these 28 crashes specific study conclusions and recommendations are as 
follows: 

1. Motorcycle crashes resulting from pavement surface elevation differences 
encountered in highway construction work zones is indicated to be very low with 
no fatalities exhibited in a recent past five year period. This frequency of crashes 
(23), however, may be less than actual due to under reporting of crashes to obviate 
insurance consequences. 

2. It is indicated there is little and insufficient warning of the hazard of pavement 
elevation difference and effect on operator control given in motorcycle licensing, 
education and/or subsequent operator training. 

3. There is indicated to be no known documented published research addressing the 
potential motorcycle control effects manifest upon impact with pavement edge 
elevation differences by height or shape through either simulation modeling or 
field tests. 

4. Focus group interviews emphasized the subject problem as extremely hazardous 
with need for more targeted advance warning and clearer edge delineation. 
Grinding/milling operations appear especially critical. 

5. There appears to be a need for further research as follows: 

a. Prior study indicates diagrammatic warning not well understood by general 
driving population, but particularly by motorcyclists. Need to establish 
better sign for clear communication with supplement to target 
motorcyclists. 

b. Need to better emphasize risks in licensing, education, and training of 
pavement surface discontinuities with focus on sign warnings and 
delineation. 

c. Need field or simulation tests to truly define pavement edge conditions by 
shape and height which a problematic to motorcycle control. 
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APPENDIX A-TREATMENT OF PAVEMENT DROP-OFFS IN 
WORK ZONES 

Overview 

These guidelines apply to construction zone work where continuous pavement edges or 
drop-offs exist parallel and adjacent to a lane used for traffic. These guidelines do not 
apply to short term operations. The Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(TMUTCD) defines short term operations as daytime work from one to twelve hours. 

These guidelines do not constitute a rigid standard or policy; rather, they are guidance to 
be used in conjunction with engineering judgement. 

Types of Treatment 

Treatment may consist of either or both of the following: 

0 warning devices (such as signs or channelizing devices) 

0 protective barriers (such as concrete traffic barriers or metal beam guard fence). 

Factors Affecting Treatment Choice 

The type of treatment (warning device or protective barrier or both) selected depends on 
several factors, including engineering judgement. These guidelines are based on the 
following factors: 

--
Factors Considered in the Guidelines 

~actor _ _J~finition - -JINotes 

I 

I 
! 

_J 

~ond_~ti~l!-_____ J-______________________ ·-· 

Edge ltope of the drop-off JIFor more information, see "Edge Condition" I 
_ _ _ _ _ subhea~~g ~~~~------------------J 

Lateral ll~istance from the edge of the travel lane to It~ Figure B-1 for description. 
clearance --' the edge condition _ 

[Edge_ height_ J~th of the drop-off _ 

WB-11 
IKDxlll'IDmm •••inJ 

-- . - . -
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i..-;::..--Limits ot' 
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Wornin~ Devioe or 
1 r off i G Bo-r ri er 

V D 

Excavation Condi1ion 

Note: 
~ini'lf"Um Lone Width - 10' [3.0 mJ 
Desiranle Lane Wio1h - 11' to 12' rJ.3 m 10 J.6 ml 

I. CH storma ")I" 1 s to tJa the lf(J)c lmllJI proot fc::o I 
u~Qa( joD ocn~itio~~. lwo faat [0.6 ml ~i~ill1J~ 
for tt i Qh .sr:>P.ea ooriait i or1s. 

2. n r storma """ 1 s tna I otaro I cl aarar.oa fro~ edge 
Of t r (IV~ I I Qf'i~ t 0 -G(:lcjl!l Of ijr' OOOff. 

Figure B-1. Definition of Terms. 
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In addition to the factors considered hi the guidelines, each construction zone drop-off 
situation should be analyzed individually, taking into account other variables, such as: 

0 traffic mix 

0 posted speed in the construction zone 

0 horizontal curvature 

0 practicality of treatment options. 

In urban areas where speeds of30 mph [50 km/h] or less can be predicted for traffic in a 
particular construction zone, there may be a lesser need for signing, delineation, and 
barriers. Even so, sharp 90 degree edges greater than 2 inches [50 mm] in height, if 
located within a lateral offset distance of 6 feet [1.8 m] or less from a traffic lane, may 
indicate a higher level of treatment. 

If distance Y (as described in Figure B-1) must be less than 3 feet [0.9 m], use of positive 
barrier may not be feasible. In such a case, if a positive barrier is needed (according to 
Figure B- 2), then consider one of the following: 

0 moving the lane of travel laterally to provide the needed space 

0 providing an edge slc~pe such as Edge Condition I. 
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Edge Condition 

"Edge condition" refers to the slope of the drop-off. The following table describes three 
edge condition types used in these guidelines. These edge conditions may be present 
between shoulders and travel lanes, between adjacent or opposing travel lanes, or at 
intermediate points across the width of the paved surface. Due to the variability in 
construction operations, tolerances in the dimensions shown in the figures may be allowed 
by the engineer. 

[ Edge Condition Types 

Most vehicles are able to traverse an edge condition with a slope rate of3 to 1 
!Edge Condition J (horizontal to vertical) or flatter. The slope must be constructed with a compacted 

1 material capable of supporting vehicles. 

S = 3: 1 or flatter slope J 
rate (H:V) -· ~. 

Edge Condition 
II 

S=2.99:1to1:1 slope 

Most vehicles are able to traverse an edge condition with a slope between 2.99 to 1 I 
and 1 to 1 (horizontal to vertical) as long as D does not exceed 5 inches [125 mm]. 1

1 

Undercarriage drag on most automobiles will occur as D exceeds 6 inches [150 , 
mm]. As D exceeds 24 inches [0.6 m], the possibility of rollover is greater for most 1

1 

vehicles. 

rate (~: V) __ 1 -· __ _ J 
l Slopes steeper than 1 to 1 (horizontal to vertical) where D is greater than 2 inches 

Edge Condition [50 mm] can present a more difficult control factor for some vehicles, ifnot ! 
III properly treated. For example, in the zone where D is greater than two up to 24 1.

111 ! 
inches [50 mm to 0.6 m] different types of vehicles may experience different 
steering control at different edge heights. Automobiles might experience more , 
steering control differential in the greater than 2 up to 5 inch [50 to 125 mm] zone. l 

l Trucks, particularly those with high loads, have more steering control differential 1· 

in the greater than 5 up to 24 [50 mm to 0.6m] zone. As D exceeds 24 inches [0.6 ; 
Im], the possibilities of rollover is greater for most vehicles. ! 

L
J NOTE: Milling or overlay operations that result in Edge Condition III should not 

1

1

1 

S is steeper than be in place without appropriate warning treatments, and these conditions should 
1 

~ slope rate (H:V not be left in place for extended periods of time. _J 
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Guidelines for Treatment 

The following guidelines show the recommended treatment for given combinations of 
edge condition, lateral clearance, and edge height. Remember to consider other factors 
listed above and use engineering judgment. 

Treatment Guidelines for Pavement Drop-offs in Construction Work Zones J 
-

j Lateral 
Edge Condition ! Clearance 

____J~-

I 
130 ft. [ 9 m] 

\ 

J~e Height I Usual Treatmont (See Note 3) 

no treatment 

i::[= __ = ___ :_== __ = __ =_= ____ = __ = __ = __ = __ = ___ =_=_:::;Jl~-~-~-~-~--~!JIAny height ](no tre~~i_ __________________ __J 

l 20 ft. [ 6 m] 0 to 1 in. no treatment 

II 
1 [Oto 25 mm] 
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rr-- I 20 ft. [ 6 m] I 0 to 1 in. I no treatment 

1
11! 

(slope is steeper than 1:1) 

I I (0 to 25 nun] III 

I I 1:=~===· =~=~=D=.====:::;I~ . . J j - . - - I t _____________ J _____________ =1 ~;2~ t! ~_mm] r~-~-~:~~~: _____________________ J 
1L· 101 >2 to 24 in. j CW 8-9a or CW 8-11 signs plus drums 

j 
1

1 [>50 to 600 1 (see Note 1) 

J - - -mm] l 

I 

l IL I > 24 in. ji Check inJications for positive barr. ier 
I [> 600 mm] j[~ee Note 2) 

[ j ~>2~ !·bbu~\i~f · jjf ot~o 12~~] jro treatment ----·----·--------] 

1- ----------------!f_____ --·- J ~;2~ ~ ~ ~] l[cw 8-11 signs _J 

I- ~J'I- JI> 2 in. 1rw 8-9~ ~r cw ~-11 signs plus I 
_ __ [> 50mm] 1channeltzmg devices 

L IE}:=>=3==0 =ft.=[=>9=~iiLJ=J~!:==lA=n=y h==e=ig=ht=]=:lno treatment 
_.J 

Note 1: Where restricted space precludes the use of drums, use channelizing devices. An edge fill 
may be provided to change the edge slope to that of the preferable Edge Condition I. 
Note 2: Check indications for positive barrier (FigureB-2). Where positive barrier is not indicated, 
CW 8-9a or CW 8-11 signs plus drums may be used (with Note 1 also applying) after consideration1 

~~~~~~. J 
Note 3: Ch.ann.elizing devices for the purpose of dropoff conditions are defined as: vertical panels, 

--~~~~!i~_~_!i~~~-~~~~--<:>~~· ·--·-- - . - - - - - - ------·-··-----·--··---
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Use of Positive Barriers 

Figure B-2 provides a practical approach to the use of positive barriers for the protection 
of vehicles from pavement drop-offs. Other factors, such as the presence of heavy 
machinery, construction workers, or the mix and volume of traffic, may make positive 
barriers appropriate, even when the edge condition alone may not justify the barrier. 

NOTE: An approved end treatment should be provided for any positive barrier end located 
within a lateral offset of20 feet [6.0 m] from the edge of the travel lane. 
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Figure B- 2. Conditions Indicating Use of Positive Barrier. 
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ACCIDENT 
NUMBER 
5344654 
7066273 
7149893 
9247535 
8165545 
5219546 
7070447 
7169161 
8113728 
9179498 
5032121 
5054717 
5061541 
5083577 
5118926 
5135292 
5255388 
5310125 
6074656 
6122905 
6157765 
6189352 
6236476 
6246232 
6281612 
6294875 
7026822 
7041452 
7077268 
7080440 
7089009. 
7097687 
7111496 
7134782 
7166391 
7179134 
7191019 
7205942 
7277821 
8074736 
8096458 
8099301 
8122679 

APPENDIX B -TEXAS MOTORCYCLE CRASHES: 1995-1999 
Coded by Road Condition/Road Under Construction 

ACCIDENT ACCIDENT 
DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE 

12/23/95 Angelina 8245980 10/22/98 Bexar 8246003 10/22/98 
03/23/97 Angelina 8275294 11/27/98 Bexar 9228354 09/29/99 
06/29/97 Angelina 9039830 02/21/99 Bexar 5081775 03/16/95 
09/21/99 Angelina 9057511 03/13/99 Bexar 5272748 09/28/95 
07/22/98 Atascosa 9070607 03/29/99 Bexar 8159867 07/16/98 
07/20/95 Bell 9099290 04/30/99 Bexar 9154733 07/03/99 
03/29/97 Bell 9105732 05/08/99 Bexar 5012657 01/13/95 
07/23/97 Bell 9142225 06/19/99 Bexar 5033465 02/02/95 
05/19/98 Bell 9185733 08/08/99 Bexar 5112252 04/11/95 
08/02/99 Bell 9188146 08/12/99 Bexar 5184748 06/12/95 
02/02/95 Bexar 9200566 08/26/99 Bexar 5214288 07/14/95 
02/22/95 Bexar 9207602 09/03/99 Bexar 5226828 07/30/95 
02/28/95 Bexar 9210599 09/07/99 Bexar 5241101 08/17/95 
03/18/95 Bexar 9218102 09/17/99 Bexar 6086754 05/01/96 
04/17/95 Bexar 9236404 10/07/99 Bexar 7129592 06/05/97 
05/01/95 Bexar 9251037 10/23/99 Bexar 7135315 06/11/97 
09/06/95 Bexar 9117639 05/22/99 Blanco 7142908 06/21/97 
11/11/95 Bexar 9224792 09/25/99 Blanco 7142909 06/21/97 
04/15/96 Bexar 5145212 05/09/95 Bowie 7190099 08/16/97 
06/18/96 Bexar 6096297 05/17/96 Bowie 7226741 10/01/97 
07/24/96 Bexar 7158083 07/09/97 Bowie 8129017 06/08/98 
08/31/96 Bexar 8184341 08/13/98 Bowie 8220755 09/24/98 
10/26/96 Bexar 5014735 01/17/95 Brazoria 9064283 03/21/99 
11/07/96 Bexar 7198473 08/28/97 Brazoria 9086196 04/16/99 
11/21/96 Bexar 8107274 05/11/98 Brazoria 9097842 04/30/99 
12/07/96 Bexar 8292618 12/15/98 Brazoria 9103686 05/06/99 
02/05/97 Bexar 5216626 07/16/95 Brazos 9112569 05/16/99 
02/03/97 Bexar 6083088 04/27/96 Brazos 9164704 07/15/99 
04/04/97 Bexar 7135301 06/11/97 Brazos 9178176 07/31/99 
04/08/97 Bexar 7204978 09/05/97 Brazos 9254956 10/29/99 
04/18/97 Bexar 7221333 09/25/97 Brazos 6041284 02/27/96 
04/28/97 Bexar 7237733 10/13/97 Brazos 6242189 11/01/96 
05/14/97 Bexar 7239257 10/15/97 Brazos 6246685 10/16/96 
06/11/97 Bexar 7249918 10/27/97 Brazos 7206445 09107197 
07/19/97 Bexar 9092081 04/22/99 Brazos 7221792 09/25/97 
08/04/97 Bexar 9202151 08/28/99 Brazos 8268116 11/17/98 
08/18/97 Bexar 5255188 09/06/95 Brewster 8277025 11/29/98 
09/05/97 Bexar 9271060 11/16/99 Brewster 9088613 04/18/99 
11/30/97 Bexar 9059427 03/15/99 Brown 9096380 04/28/99 
04/03/98 Bexar 8112591 05/19/98 Burleson 7126805 06/01/97 
04/29/98 Bexar 5164743 05/27/95 Burnet 7225472 09/29/97 
05/01/98 Bexar 7093575 04/24/97 Burnet 7243238 10/19/97 
05/31/98 Bexar 9181927 08/04/99 Calhoun 5012757 01/13/95 
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COUNTY 

Cameron 
Cameron 

Cass 
Chambers 
Chambers 
Chambers 

Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 

Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Collin 
Comal 
Comal 
Comal 
Comal 
Comal 
Comal 

Comal 
Comal 
Comal 
Cooke 
Corvell 
Cottle 
Dallas 



ACCIDENT ACCIDENT ACCIDENT 
NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY 

8170329 07/28/98 Bexar 6150022 06/20/96 Cameron 5020315 01/21/95 Dallas 

8217480 09/20/98 Bexar 8036975 02/16/98 Cameron 5024647 01/25/95 Dallas 

5076492 03/12/95 Dallas 8105811 05/09/98 Dallas 7305855 12/16/97 Denton 

5076493 03/12/95 Dallas 8114616 05/21/98 Dallas 8168293 07/26/98 Denton 

5119443 04/17/95 Dallas 8119783 05/27/98 Dallas 8189856 08/19/98 Denton 

5145298 05/09/95 Dallas 8122018 05/29/98 Dallas 8226945 10/02/98 Denton 

5148957 05/13/95 Dallas 8123360 05/31/98 Dallas 9082877 04/12/99 Denton 

5184301 05/27/95 Dallas 8123401 05/31/98 Dallas 9172181 07/23/99 Denton 

5201269 06/28/95 Dallas 8127546 06/06/98 Dallas 9177207 07/29/99 Denton 

5216650 07/16/95 Dallas 8155304 07/10/98 Dallas 9233512 10/05/99 Dewitt 

5221195 07/22/95 Dallas 8156091 07/10/98 Dallas 6085885 05/01/96 Donley 

5233779 08/07/95 Dallas 8164954 07/22/98 Dallas 6005633 01/08/96 Ector 

5239994 08/15/95 Dallas 8170391 07/28/98 Dallas 6190384 08/31/96 Ector 

5243059 08/19/95 Dallas 8170392 07/28/98 Dallas 6221425 10/08/96 Ector 

5252542 06/24/95 Dallas 8175682 08/03/98 Dallas 5236576 08/11/95 Ellis 

5263084 09/16/95 Dallas 8200781 09/02/98 Dallas 6160630 07/02/96 Ellis 

5280065 10/06/95 Dallas 8214513 09/16/98 Dallas 6245978 11/07/96 Ellis 

5317076 11/19/95 Dallas 8215863 09/18/98 Dallas 7137151 06/13/97 Ellis 

5328610 12/05/95 Dallas 8216636 09/20/98 Dallas 5012808 01/13/95 El Paso 

6036225 02/19/96 Dallas 8216637 09/20/98 Dallas 5048427 02/16/95 El Paso 

6052496 03/14/96 Dallas 8223290 09/28/98 Dallas 5100726 04/01/95 El Paso 

6074751 04/15/96 Dallas 8279544 12/01/98 Dallas 5291441 10/20/95 El Paso 

6078243 04/21/96 Dallas 8286036 12/07/98 Dallas 5318763 11/21/95 El Paso 

6107525 05/31/96 Dallas 8287972 12/09/98 Dallas 5325250 12/01/95 El Paso 

6110651 06/04/96 Dallas 9091279 04/22/99 Dallas 7102273 05/04/97 El Paso 

6151241 06/20/96 Dallas 9097475 04/28/99 Dallas 7258886 11/06/97 El Paso 

6159523 07/26/96 Dallas 9099418 04/30/99 Dallas 8026852 02/04/98 El Paso 

6199975 09/14/96 Dallas 9106640 05/08/99 Dallas 8042073 02/22/98 El Paso 

6233649 10/02/96 Dallas 9150162 06/27/99 Dallas 8125053 06/02/98 El Paso 

6236584 10/26/96 Dallas 9152261 06/29/99 Dallas 8125055 06/02/98 El Paso 

6242276 11/01/96 Dallas 9159808 07/09/99 Dallas 8167642 07/24/98 El Paso 

6253248 11/15/96 Dallas 9166610 07/17/99 Dallas 8232313 10/08/98 El Paso 

6273222 12/07/96 Dallas 9169670 07/21/99 Dallas 8273311 11/23/98 El Paso 

7061471 03/17/97 Dallas 9186686 08/10/99 Dallas 9064360 03/21/99 El Paso 

7084867 04/14/97 Dallas 9204378 07/29/99 Dallas 9156626 07/05/99 El Paso 

7106669 05/08/97 Dallas 9218231 09/17/99 Dallas 9175491 07/27/99 El Paso 

7127937 06/03/97 Dallas 9224222 09/23/99 Dallas 9215653 09/13/99 El Paso 

7159194 07/09/97 Dallas 9236603 10/07/99 Dallas 9236106 10/07/99 El Paso 

7206077 09/05/97 Dallas 9265432 11/08/99 Dallas 9311614 11/22/99 El Paso 

7209663 09/11/97 Dallas 9265445 11/08/99 Dallas 8192526 08/23/98 Erath 

7216117 09/19/97 Dallas 9269082 11/12/99 Dallas 7195727 08/24/97 Fannin 

7223220 09/27/97 Dallas 9290801 12/08/99 Dallas 5280599 10/08/95 Fort Worth 

7269227 11/18/97 Dallas 9309459 12/28/99 Dallas 7145233 06/23/97 Fort Worth 

8006669 01/09/98 Dallas 5182257 06/10/95 Denton 7188789 08/14/97 Fort Worth 

8035360 02/14/98 Dallas 6246388 11/07/96 Denton 9264019 11/06/99 Fort Worth 

8042827 02/24/98 Dallas 7162413 07/13/97 Denton 6065981 02/23/96 Galveston 

8087325 04/17/98 Dallas 7226365 10/01/97 Denton 8189902 08/19/98 Galveston 
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ACCIDENT ACCIDENT ACCIDENT 
NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY 

8246174 10/22/98 Galveston 6132989 05/03/96 Harris 8025456 02/02/98 Harris 

9065836 03/23/99 Galveston 6141001 05/13/96 Harris 8031097 02/10/98 Harris 

9129064 06/03/99 Galveston 6149309 06/18/96 Harris 8062378 03/18/98 Harris 

9268694 11/12/99 Galveston 6158725 07/26/96 Harris 8064450 03/20/98 Harris 

6122241 04/19/96 Gillespi 6207413 09122196 Harris 8068157 03/26/98 Harris 

9118585 05/22/99 Gillespi 6220681 10/08/96 Harris 8075516 04/03/98 Harris 

9241233 10/13/99 Gravson 6224523 10/12/96 Harris 8114360 05/21/98 Harris 

6112361 06/08/96 Guadalup 6224953 10/12/96 Harris 8122517 05/31/98 Harris 

7138048 06/15/97 Guadaluo 6235186 10/24/96 Harris 8130249 06/10/98 Harris 

9095562 04/26/99 Guadaluo 6241491 11/01/96 Harris 8132438 06/12/98 Harris 

9103393 05/06/99 Guadaluo 6242381 11/01/96 Harris 8149081 07/02/98 Harris 

5203458 06/30/95 Hardin 6242415 11/01/96 Harris 8152453 07/06/98 Harris 

5004784 01/05/95 Harris 6248094 11/09/96 Harris 8155827 07/10/98 Harris 

5012908 01/13/95 Harris 6269287 12/03/96 Harris 8214229 09/16/98 Harris 

5013307 01/15/95 Harris 7003899 01/06/97 Harris 8226402 10/02/98 Harris 

5033020 02/02/95 Harris 7014705 01/18/97 Harris 8250231 10/28/98 Harris 

5100787 04/01/95 Harris 7034200 02/13/97 Harris 8251098 10/30/98 Harris 

5100870 04/01/95 Harris 7044723 02/25/97 Harris 8251512 10/30/98 Harris 

5121537 04/19/95 Harris 7048695 03/03/97 Harris 8259654 11/07/98 Harris 

5159331 05/21/95 Harris 7053323 03/07/97 Harris 8294544 12/17/98 Harris 

5159872 05/23/95 Harris 7057633 03/13/97 Harris 8297402 12/19/98 Harris 

5160413 05/23/95 Harris 7058385 03/13/97 Harris 9011388 01/16/99 Harris 

5162217 05/25/95 Harris 7061630 03/17/97 Harris 9013053 01/18/99 Harris 

5181775 06/10/95 Harris 7070232 03/29/97 Harris 9016352 01/22/99 Harris 

5211535 07/10/95 Harris 7105694 05/08/97 Harris 9017091 01/24/99 Harris 

5225737 07/28/95 Harris 7119040 05/22/97 Harris 9036480 02/17/99 Harris 

5249944 08/29/95 Harris 7120545 05/24/97 Harris 9045071 02127199 Harris 

5278416 10/04/95 Harris 7129722 06/05/97 Harris 9049085 03/03/99 Harris 

5280237 10/06/95 Harris 7132967 06109197 Harris 9051076 03/05/99 Harris 

5281034 10/08/95 Harris 7150022 06/29/97 Harris 9053233 03/09/99 Harris 

5281393 10/08/95 Harris 7179360 08/04/97 Harris 9083299 04/12/99 Harris 

5302239 11/01/95 Harris 7210684 09/11/97 Harris 9084607 04/14/99 Harris 

5321813 11/27/95 Harris 7213276 09/15/97 Harris 9086936 04/16/99 Harris 

5346103 12/25/95 Harris 7220851 09/23/97 Harris 9103886 05/06/99 Harris 

6029605 02/09/96 Harris 7226810 10/01/97 Harris 9118967 05/22/99 Harris 

6044724 03/02/96 Harris 7228309 10/03/97 Harris 9129708 06/03/99 Harris 

6044757 03/02/96 Harris 7228313 10/03/97 Harris 9165809 07/15/99 Harris 

6058210 03/22/96 Harris 7262434 11/10/97 Harris 9174404 07/27/99 Harris 

6063879 03/30/96 Harris 7266414 11/14/97 Harris 9177255 07/29/99 Harris 

6069637 04/07/96 Harris 7267842 11/16/97 Harris 9177907 07/31/99 Harris 

6095336 05/15/96 Harris 7289212 12/12/97 Harris 9198837 08/24/99 Harris 

6101060 05/23/96 Harris 7303689 12/28/97 Harris 9199963 08/26/99 Harris 

6104513 05/29/96 Harris 8000802 01/01/98 Harris 9201811 08/28/99 Harris 

6108600 06102196 Harris 8007164 01/09/98 Harris 9204159 08/30/99 Harris 

6126973 04/23/96 Harris 8020720 01/29/98 Harris 9206131 04/14/99 Harris 

9231652 10/01/99 Harris 9217743 09/17/99 Jefferson 9295050 12/12/99 Mont1::iomerv 
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ACCIDENT ACCIDENT ACCIDENT 
NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY NUMBER DATE COUNTY 

9232123 10/03/99 Harris 5239800 08/15/95 Johnson 9309581 12/28/99 Montaomery 

9239195 10/11/99 Harris 7246714 10/23/97 Johnson 7127771 06/03/97 Moore 

9242181 10/15/99 Harris 5155342 05/19/95 Kaufman 7152437 07/01/97 Moore 

9253786 10/27/99 Harris 5211812 07/10/95 Kaufman 6171010 07/14/96 Motley 

9257539. 10/31/99 Harris 5210664 07/08/95 Lamar 7243401 10/19/97 Navarro 

9259281 11/02/99 Harris 5268649 09/22/95 Lamar 7246771 10/23/97 Navarro 

9264030 11/06/99 Harris 8126965 06/04/98 Lamar 8281834 12/03/98 Newton 

9264790 11/08/99 Harris 8256914 11/05/98 Lamar 6202396 09/18/96 Nolan 

9264797 11/08/99 Harris 7073329 03/19/97 Lamb 9186481 08/10/99 Nolan 

9269650 11/14/99 Harris 8123204 05/31/98 Lamb ·5233305 08/07/95 Nueces 

9276041 11/20/99 Harris 7259510 11/08/97 Lee 5265683 09/18/95 Nueces 

9301310 12/18/99 Harris 8181085 08/09/98 Lee 5322251 11/27/95 Nueces 

9305458 12/22/99 Harris 7186799 08/12/97 Libert 7017834 01/22/97 Nueces 

9307261 12/26/99 Harris 6013245 01/20/96 limes ton 7025786 02/03/97 Nueces 

6125733 06/22/96 Harrison 6252083 11/13/96 Live 9174196 07/25/99 Nueces 

7147138 06/25/97 Harrison 5152387 05/15/95 Lubbock 9281333 11/26/99 Nueces 

5111938 04/11/95 Ha vs 5182978 06/10/95 Lubbock 6197396 09/12/96 Oldham 

7137244 06/13/97 Ha vs 5264116 09/16/95 Lubbock 6187448 08/29/96 Orange 

7227684 10/03/97 Ha vs 6080368 04/23/96 Lubbock 5078590 03/14/95 Panola 

5120267 04/19/95 Henderson 6083367 04/27/96 Lubbock 9250935 10/23/99 Panola 

6040208 02/25/96 Henderson 6147826 07/12/96 Lubbock 6082195 04/25/96 Parker 

6150482 07/16/96 Henderson 9222637 09/21/99 Lubbock 9045976 03/01/99 Parker 

8085284 04/15/98 Henderson 9232176 10/03/99 Lubbock 6137199 05/31/96 Polk 

9231138 10/01/99 Henderson 8127294 06/06/98 L nn 6242097 11/01/96 Polk 

7027109 02/05/97 Hidalao 7049641 03/03/97 Mason 8102204 05/05/98 Polk 

7177938 08/02/97 Hidalgo 9273919 11/18/99 Mason 5176537 06/06/95 Potter 

7224952 09/29/97 Hidalgo 5059133 02/06/95 Mclennan 8154718 07/08/98 Potter 

8017680 01/23/98 Hidali:io 5115691 04/13/95 Mclennan 9173347 07/25/99 Potter 

8254101 11/01/98 Hidalao 5206279 07/02/95 Mclennan 8176482 08/05/98 Rains 

9097681 04/28/99 Hidalgo 5268305 09/22/95 Mclennan 9090149 04/20/99 Randall 

5289334 10/18/95 Howard 6201759 09/16/96 Mclennan 8246803 10/24/98 Real 

5226979 07/30/95 Hunt 7178271 08/02/97 Mclennan 5084286 03/18/95 Rockwall 

5265955 09/20/95 Hunt 8281286 10/28/98 Mclennan 9218013 09/17/99 Rockwall 

5329802 12/07/95 Hunt 9087020 04/16/99 Mclennan 5220038 07/20/95 Smith 

6207125 09/22/96 Hunt 9142419 06/19/99 Mclennan 8015402 01/21/98 Smith 

6213432 09/28/96 Hunt 9244733 10/17/99 Mclennan 9035940 02/15/99 Smith 

8204889 09/06/98 Hunt 9252975 10/25/99 Mclennan 9044559 02/27/99 Smith 

9167265 07/17/99 Jackson 7189183 07/11/97 Medina 9081943 04/10/99 Smith 

5101286 04/03/95 Jasper 6053521 03/16/96 Midland 5017816 01/19/95 Tarrant 

7102354 05/04/97 Jasper 9070181 03/27/99 Midland 5119921 04/17/95 Tarrant 

5146751 05/11/95 Jefferson 9288181 12/04/99 5143833 05/09/95 Tarrant 

8077671 04/05/98 Jefferson 7273803 11/24/97 5225153 07/28/95 Tarrant 

8096051 04/27/98 Jefferson 8249020 10/26/98 5236391 08/11/95 Tarrant 

9094178 04/24/99 Jefferson 8282869 10/30/98 5237365 08/11/95 Tarrant 

5240240 08/15/95 Tarrant . 8219509 09/22/98 Tarrant 6089019 05/05/96 Travis 

5249634 08/29/95 Tarrant 8241233 10/16/98 Tarrant 6136985 07102196 Travis 
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5250052 08/29/95 Tarrant 8249610 10/26/98 Tarrant 6143015 07/08/96 Travis 

5279625 10/06/95 Tarrant 8265816 11/13/98 Tarrant 6153850 07/18/96 Travis 

5281156 10/08/95 Tarrant 8268744 11/17/98 Tarrant 6201219 08/01/96 Travis 

5282724 10/10/95 Tarrant 8270496 11/19/98 Tarrant 6230123 10/20/96 Travis 

5295186 10/24/95 Tarrant 9007761 01/10/99 Tarrant 7023530 01/30/97 Travis 

5314405 11/17/95 Tarrant 9030896 02/09/99 Tarrant 7049453 03/03/97 Travis 

6052809 03/14/96 Tarrant 9077352 04/04/99 Tarrant 7077885 04/04/97 Travis 

6056919 03/20/96 Tarrant 9081648 04/10/99 Tarrant 7091893 04/22/97 Travis 

6088463 05/03/96 Tarrant 9131395 06/05/99 Tarrant 7110401 05/12/97 Travis 

6112646 06/08/96 Tarrant 9164298 07/13/99 Tarrant 7127503 06/01/97 Travis 

6116981 04/09/96 Tarrant 9167710 07/17/99 Tarrant 7148944 06/27/97 Travis 

6122550 04/19/96 Tarrant 9188994 08/12/99 Tarrant 8073524 04/01/98 Travis 

6126388 06/24/96 Tarrant 9196887 08/22/99 Tarrant 8080365 04/09/98 Travis 

6133159 05/03/96 Tarrant 9216818 09/15/99 Tarrant 8089405 04/19/98 Travis 

6140084 07/06/96 Tarrant 9241082 10/13/99 Tarrant 8144420 06/26/98 Travis 

6179172 08/19/96 Tarrant 9275536 11/20/99 Tarrant 8178106 08/05/98 Travis 

6183557 08/23/96 Tarrant 9291070 12/08/99 Tarrant 9150015 06/27/99 Travis 

6226263 07/20/96 Tarrant 5283470 10/10/95 Tavlor 9232872 10/03/99 Travis 

6233775 10/02/96 Tarrant 6109320 06/02/96 Tavlor 9243148 10/15/99 Travis 

6243472 10/12/96 Tarrant 7189108 08/14/97 Tavlor 7292188 12/16/97 U shur 

6245626 11/05/96 Tarrant 7195581 08/22/97 Tavlor 8115029 05/21/98 Val 

7067841 03/25/97 Tarrant 6226928 10/16/96 Terrv 9155749 07/03/99 Van 

7109573 05/12/97 Tarrant 6197424 09/12/96 Titus 5208298 07/04/95 Victoria 

7113890 05/16/97 Tarrant 7067843 03/25/97 Titus 6084022 04/27/96 Victoria 

7123102 05/28/97 Tarrant 7207900 09/09/97 Titus 7265007 11/14/97 Victoria 

7134437 06/09/97 Tarrant 9141557 06/17/99 Titus 8234865 10/10/98 Victoria 

7137816 06/13/97 Tarrant 9176933 07/29/99 Titus 9086075 04/16/99 Walker 

7160104 07/11/97 Tarrant 9211454 09/09/99 Titus 8137352 06/18/98 Waller 

7166059 07/19/97 Tarrant 7241589 10/17/97 Tom 8155982 07/10/98 Wheeler 

7223522 09/27/97 Tarrant 5099435 04/01/95 Travis 6158962 07/26/96 Wichita 

7259184 11/06/97 Tarrant 5118863 04/17/95 Travis 7150584 06/29/97 Wichita 

7272029 11/22/97 Tarrant 5129618 04/27/95 Travis 8110362 05/15/98 Wichita 

8045669 02/26/98 Tarrant 5170388 05/31/95 Travis 8197060 08/27/98 Wichita 

8106452 05/09/98 Tarrant 5170431 05/31/95 Travis 9211207 08/02/99 Wichita 

8113164 05/19/98 Tarrant 5210072 07/08/95 Travis 5028021 01/27/95 Williams 

8131731 06/10/98 Tarrant 5213194 07/12/95 Travis 5251047 08/31/95 Williams 

8159757 07/14/98 Tarrant 5230642 08/03/95 Travis 7091432 04/22/97 Williams 

8164573 07/20/98 Tarrant 5275195 09/30/95 Travis 9238946 10/11/99 Williams 

8180230 08/07/98 Tarrant 5280521 10/08/95 Travis 
8195396 08/25/98 Tarrant 5291394 10/20/95 Travis 
8196985 08/27/98 Tarrant 5293788 10/22/95 Travis 
8212165 09/14/98 Tarrant 6037198 02/19/96 Travis 
8217919 09/20/98 Tarrant 6078593 03/04/96 Travis 
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DPS Date 
No. of 

Crash 
5014735 17-

Jan-95 

5143833 9-
May-

95 

5164743 27-
May-

95 

5211535 10-
Jul-95 

5214288 14-
Jul-95 

APPENDIX C-TEXAS MOTORCYCLE CRASHES: 1995-1999 

Contributing Factors: 
Edge Drop, Rock, Loose Dirt/Gravel, Hole, Bump, Etc. 

Speed Age Sex !Occurred Pavement Motorcycle Citations Cause Severity 
Limit of !Condition Size Issued 

Drive1 
50+ 24 Male Night Dry Uneven Incapacitating --

Surface Injuries 

49 Male Night Dry Uneven Non---
Lanes Incapacitating 

Injuries 

58 Male Night Dry Uneven Non---
Lanes Incapacitating 

Injuries 

Description 

Motorcycle hit a 
tpatch of uneven 
lroadwayin 
construction and 
!caused driver to 
lose control of 
motorcycle and hit 
a construction 
barrel. 
Motorcyclist 
attempted to 
!change lanes. 
rrhere was a 2-3" 
difference between 
the lanes. 
!Motorcyclist lost 
k;ontrol and fell. 
!Motorcyclist was 
traveling in a lane 
lwhere the top layer 
of asphalt had been 
!removed creating a 
13" difference 
!between lanes. 
Motorcyclist 
attempted to 
change lanes onto 
paved lane and lost 
~ontrol. 

17 Male Night Dry No Ins. Gravel Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --
Injuries traveling through a 

construction zone, 
hit some gravel and 
lost control. 

18 Male Day Dry Over Not Gravel Possible !Motorcyclist was 
500cc Properly Injury traveling through a 

Licensed !construction zone, 
!hit some gravel, 
lost control and hit 
a car. 
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DPS Date Speed Age Sex Occurred Pavement Motorcycle Citations Cause Severity Description 
No. of Limit of !Condition Size Issued 

Crash Driver 
5216626 17- 25 Male Day Dry Dirt Non- Motorcyclist was 

Jul-95 --
lncapacitating traveling through a 

Injury !construction zone 
land tried to slow 
ldue to traffic, hit 
some loose dirt in 
road and lost 
control. 

5251047 31- 21 Male Day Dry Over Dip Non- Motorcyclist was 
Aug- 500cc Incapacitating traveling through a 

95 Injury !construction zone, 
hit a large dip in 
1he road from 
""ecent construction 
land lost control. 

5264116 17- 20 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- !Motorcyclist was --Sep- Lanes Incapacitatin~ traveling through a 
95 Injury !construction zone. 

All lanes had been 
!resurfaced except 
the left tum lane. 
hnere was a 3-4" 
ldrop off between 
lanes. Motorcycle 
hit the drop off and 
lost control 

5280237 7-0ct- 50+ 37 Male Night Dry Holes Possible !Motorcyclist --95 Injury swerved into 
construction zone 
Ito miss 
construction barrel 
in road and hit two 
holes due to 
construction and 
lost control. 

5310125 12- 23 Male Night Dry Over Dirt and Oil Not Injured Motorcyclist was 
Nov- 500cc 1raveling through a 

95 construction zone, 
lhit some dirt and 
oil in roadway and 
lost control. 

5325250 1-Dec- 18 Male Over Large Rock Incapacitatin g Motorcyclist was 
95 500cc Injuries traveling through a 

construction zone 
approaching a 
curve, hit a rock 
and lost control. 
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Crash Drivet 
5329802 7-Dec- 50+ 37 Male Day Dry Over Uneven Possible Motorcyclist was 

95 500cc Road Injury ltraveling through a 
construction zone 
and hit a 3" rise in 
-oadway due to 
resurfacing and 
lost control. 

6013245 20- 50+ 20 Male Night Dry No Ins. Uneven Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --Jan-96 Road Injuries traveling through a 
construction zone 
and ran of a ridge 
lof uneven highway 
ldue to construction 
land lost control. 

6089019 5- 44 Male Day Dry Oil Possible !Motorcyclist was --May- Injury !turning right onto 
96 cross street, hit an 

loil slick and lost 
control. 

6095336 15- 50+ 47 Male Day Dry Large Crack Non- Motorcyclist was --May- Incapacitating traveling through 
96 Injuries construction zone 

and hit a large 
~rack in road. The 
front tire went into 
lcrackand 
lmotorcyclist lost 
!control. 

6109320 3-Jun- 50+ 50 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- !Motorcyclist was --96 Lanes Incapacitating traveling through a 
Injuries construction zone 

attempted to 
change lanes not 
!noticing that the 
lanes were uneven 
and lost control. 

6199975 15- 50+ 44 Male Night Wet Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --Sep- Lanes IIncapacitatin~ traveling through a 
96 Injuries construction zone 

attempted to 
change lanes from 
and unsurfaced 
lane to a resurfaced 
lane and lost 

! 

control. I 
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Crash Driver 
6221425 9-0ct- 35 Male Night Dry Over Uneven Incapacitating Motorcyclist was 

96 500cc Lanes Injuries traveling through a 
construction zone, 
was forced to 
merge into a single 
lane over a 2" lip 
and lost control. 

6226928 16- 50+ 19 Male Day Dry Under No Ins., Piles of Incapacitating Motorcyclist was 
Oct-96 500cc Not Caliche Injuries !traveling on an 

properly unnamed county 
Licensed, lroad and hit piles 

No of caliche and lost 
helmet control. 

6233775 2-0ct- 57 Male Day Dry Under Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was 
96 500cc Incapacitating traveling through a 

Injuries construction zone 
attempted to turn 
left through and 
intersection, hit 
some gravel and 
lost control. 

623647€ 26- 50+ 23 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- tMotorcyclist was --
Oct-96 Roadway Incapacitating trying to merge 

Injuries !onto highway in a 
construction zone, 
lhit a section of 
uneven roadway 
and lost control. 

6242276 2- 22 Male Day Dry Over Gravel Non- tMotorcyclist was 
Nov- 500cc Incapacitating traveling through a 

96 Injuries construction zone 
hit some loose 
gravel and lost 
k;ontrol. 

6242415 2- 37 Male Day Dry Expansion Non- Motorcyclist was --
Nov- Gap Incapacitating traveling through a 

96 Injuries construction zone 
and hit a4" 
expansion gap 
ca us mg 
motorcyclist to 
lose control. 

6252083 14- 50+ 27 Male Night Dry Over Uneven lncapacitatin g Motorcyclist was 
Nov- 500cc Road Injuries traveling through a 

96 construction zone 
and hit a sudden 2-
3" drop in roadway 
and lost control. 
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Crash !Driver 
7023530 31- 35 Male Night Dry Over Gravel Possible IMotorcyclist was 

Jan-97 500cc Injury traveling around a 
curve in a 
!construction zone, 
lhit some gravel anc 
lost control. 

7080440 9-Apr- 44 Male Day Wet RR Tracks Possible Motorcyclist was --97 Injury traveling over 
railroad tracks, 
front tire hit wet 
ltrack, slipped and 
lost control. 

7105694 8- 31 Male Day Dry Over Loose Non- IMotorcyclist was 
May- 500cc Asphalt Incapacitating !traveling in a 

97 Injuries lconstruction zone, 
attempted to turn 
left across some 
loose, unpacked 
asphalt and lost 
control. 

7111496 15- 35 Male Night Wet No Ins. Trolley Possible Motorcyclist was --May- Tracks Injury !traveling through a 
97 [construction zone, 

attempted to cross 
some trolley tracks 
front tire got 
!caught and lost 
control. 

7145233 23- 29 Male Day Dry Over Uneven Non- !Motorcyclist was 
Jun-97 500cc Lanes Incapacitating !traveling through a 

Injuries construction zone, 
attempted evasive 
maneuver to avoid 
a car changing 
lanes into them, hi1 
uneven lanes and 
lost control. 

7149893 29- 50+ 20 Male Night Dry Uneven Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --Jun-97 Road Injury traveling through a 
construction zone 
Ion a two lane 
!highway. 
!Northbound lane 
was lower than 
Southbound lane, 
motorcyclist hit 
drop off and lost 
control. 
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Crash Drivet 
7158083 9-Jul- 50+ 54 Male Night Dry Uneven Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --97 Lanes Injuries traveling through a 

construction zone, 
attempted to 
change lanes onto ~ 
2-3" higher lane 
and lost control. 

7166391 19- 37 Male Night Dry Trench in Non- !Motorcyclist was --Jul-97 Roadway Incapacitating traveling through a 
Injuries !construction zone, 

!hit a 2-3" deep 
trench in roadway 
and lost control. 

7177938 2- 24 Male Night Muddy Mud Non- Motorcyclist was --Aug- Incapacitating traveling through a 
97 Injuries construction zone 

and hit mud that 
was covering the 
~ntire lane and lost 
control. 

7189108 15- 67 Male Day Dry Uneven Non- !Motorcyclist was --Aug- Pavement Incapacitating traveling through a 
97 Injuries !construction zone 

attempted to make 
a left turn, hit an 
uneven patch in 
!roadway and lost 
control. 

7207900 9-Sep- 48 Male Night Sandy Over Sand Non- !Motorcyclist was 
97 500cc Incapacitating traveling through 

Injury construction zone, 
attempted to make 
a right turn, hit 
some thick sand 
from sandblasting 
that was going on 
and lost control. 

7210684 12- 28 Male Night Dry Large Rock Possible Motorcyclist was --
Sep- Injury traveling through 
97 and unmarked 

construction area 
hit large rocks in 
!road from 
construction and 
lost control. 
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Crash Drivet 
7221333 25- 18 Female Day Dry Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --Sep- Lanes Incapacitatin~ traveling through 

97 Injuries construction zone 
in a lane that was 
2" lower, 
attempted to 
change lanes and 
lost control. 

7227684 3-0ct- 50+ 53 Male Night Dry Over Uneven Incapacitating Motorcyclist was 
97 500cc Lanes Injuries traveling through a 

construction zone 
!attempted to 
!change into a lane 
that had been 
!resurfaced over a 
2" ridge and lost 
lcontrol. 

7239257 15- 46 Male Day Dry Drop-Off Non- Motorcyclist was --Oct-97 Incapacitating traveling through a 
Injures construction zone 

hit a 2" drop off in 
roadway and lost 
control. 

7243238 20- 50+ 50 Male Day Dry Gravel Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --Oct-97 Injuries traveling through a 
!construction zone, 
hit loose gravel an< 
lost control. 

7246771 24- 50+ 38 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --
Oct-97 Lanes Incapacitating traveling through a 

Injuries construction zone 
and attempted to 
change lanes 
!between two 
luneven lanes and 
lost control. 

7249918 28- 40 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --Oct-97 Lanes Incapacitating traveling through a 
Injuries construction zone, 

attempted to 
change lanes 
between two 
luneven lanes and 
lost control. 
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Crash IDrivet 
8015402 21- 45 Male Day Wet Over Oil Sealant Possible !Motorcyclist was 

Jan-98 500cc Injury traveling through a 
construction zone 
lover oil sealant tha1 
was applied to 
striping and lost 
control. 

8068157 26- 57 Male Day Dry Under Pothole Possible Motorcyclist was 
Mar- 500cc Injury traveling through a 

98 !construction zone 
and hit a pothole in 
lthe road and lost 
lcontrol. 

8102204 6- 50+ 48 Male Day Grooved Grooves Non- !Motorcyclist was --May- Incapacitatin~ !traveling through a 
98 Injuries !construction zone 

and tires got hung 
up in a groove and 
motorcyclist lost 
control. 

8114360 21- 50+ 47 Male Day Dry Hole Possible Motorcyclist was --
May- Injury k!scorting a funeral 

98 !Procession through 
la construction 
zone, disregarded 
construction 
warning signs and 
lhit a hole from 
construction and 
lost control. 

8122018 30- 50+ 39 Male Day Dry Uneven Incapacitatin~ Motorcyclist was --
May- Surfaces Injuries traveling through a 

98 construction zone, 
attempted to get ofi 
onto the shoulder 
!which was uneven 
nnd lost control. 

8122679 31- 21 Male Day Dry Dirt Non- Motorcyclist was --
May- Incapacitatin~ traveling through 

98 Injuries k::onstruction zone, 
lhit some dirt on 
!roadway and lost 
control. 
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Crash Driver 
8126965 5-Jun- 50+ 44 Male Night Dry Under Uneven Non- !Motorcyclist was 

98 500cc Roadway Incapacitating traveling through 
Injuries construction zone, 

wheels went off of 
lroad onto shoulder 
which was groove( 
land ridged and lost 
lcontrol. 

8149081 2-Jul- 57 Male Night Dry Steel Plates Incapacitatin~ Motorcyclist was --
98 Injuries traveling through a 

!construction zone 
and hit steel plates 
!that were in the 
-oad and lost 
control. 

8154718 9-Jul- 42 Male Day Dry Rut Possible Motorcyclist was --98 Injury traveling through a 
construction zone 
and hit a rut in the 
!road and lost 
control. 

8170391 29- 50+ 63 Male Night Dry Fuel Incapacitating !Motorcyclist was --Jul-98 Injuries traveling through 
K:onstruction zone 
and hit fuel in 
!roadway that was 
spilled from a 
vehicle previously 
1Passing through 
and lost control. 

8176482 5- 50 Male Day Dry Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was --Aug- Incapacitating traveling through a 
98 Injuries construction zone 

and hit a patch of 
gravel and lost 
control. 

8180230 8- 50+ 45 Male Night Dry Uneven Possible !Motorcyclist was --Aug- Roadway Injury traveling through a 
98 construction zone, 

went off roadway 
and onto a 
shoulder that was 
lower than the 
!roadway and lost 
control. 
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Crash Driver 
8184341 14- 50+ 29 Male Night Dry Over Uneven Not Injured Motorcyclist was 

Aug- 500cc Lanes traveling through a 
98 construction zone 

and attempted to 
k;hange lanes onto l 
3-4" higher lane 
and lost control. 

8246174 23- 41 Male Night Dry Over Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was 
Oct-98 500cc Incapacitatin~ traveling through a 

Injuries !construction zone 
attempted a left 
turn and hit some 
gravel and lost 
control. 

8256914 6- 50+ 78 Male Night Wet No Ins., Gravel Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --Nov- Not Injuries traveling through a 
98 Properly construction zone 

Licensed and it some gravel 
and lost control. 

827049€ 20- -- 40 Female Day Dry Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --
Nov- Lanes Incapacitating traveling through a 

98 Injuries construction zone 
and attempted to 
change lanes over i 
12" ridge onto the 
!resurfaced lane anc 
lost control. 

9049085 4- 53 Male Day Dry Over Unknown Possible Motorcyclist was 
Mar- 500cc Material Injury traveling through a 

99 construction zone 
and attempted a 
left turn and hit 
unknown material 
and lost control. 

9081943 11- 24 Male Night Dry No Ins., Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --Apr- Not Lanes Incapacitating traveling through a 
99 Properly Injuries construction zone 

Licensed and attempted to 
merge onto an 
Interstate across 
uneven pavement 
and lost control. 
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Crash Driver 
9087020 17- 50+ 49 Male Day Muddy Mud Non- Motorcyclist was --Apr- Incapacitating traveling through a 

99 Injuries construction zone 
attempted to tum 
left at an 
intersection and hit 
mud on the 
!roadway and lost 
lcontrol. 

9112569 16- 63 Male Day Dry runimproved Incapacitating !Motorcyclist was --May- Shoulder Injuries !traveling through a 
99 !construction zone 

and dropped off 
edge of road onto 
unimproved 
shoulder attempted 
to get back on 
roadway and lost 
k;ontrol. 

9118585 23- 50+ 19 Male Day Dry Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was --May- Incapacitating !traveling through a 
99 Injuries construction zone 

and attempted to 
imake a right tum a1 
an intersection, hit 
a patch of loose 
gravel and lost 
control. 

9142419 19- 49 Male Day Dry Unpaved Possible !Motorcyclist was --
Jun-99 Road Injury traveling through a 

construction zone, 
hit unpaved road 
and lost control. 

9186481 10- 50+ 45 Male Day Dry Not Uneven Not Injured Motorcyclist was --Aug- Properly Lanes traveling through a 
99 Licensed k;onstruction zone 

in a lane with the 
top layer of asphall 
removed, 
attempted to 
change lanes onto 
1Paved surface and 
lost control. 

9200566 27- 28 Male Night Dry Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was --Aug- Incapacitatin g traveling through a 
99 Injuries construction zone 

and hit gravel and 
lost control. 
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Crash Driver 
9202151 29- 50+ 45 Male Day Dry Caliche Non- Motorcyclist was --Aug- Rock Incapacitating traveling through a 

99 Injuries construction zone 
and hit a section of 
lcaliche rock road 
and lost control. 

9206131 15- 59 Male Night Dry Recessed Incapacitating Motorcyclist was --Sep- Man Hole Injuries traveling through a 
99 construction zone 

and hit a recessed 
manhole cover 
lwhich was under 
~onstruction and 
lost control 

9211454 9- 50+ 44 Male Night Dry Uneven Non- Motorcyclist was --Nov- Lanes Incapacitatin~ !traveling through a 
99 Injuries !construction zone 

filld attempted to 
change lanes onto ~ 
3" resurfaced lane 
and lost control. 

9232872 4-0ct- 41 Male Day Dry Gravel Non- Motorcyclist was --99 Incapacitatin11 ~aveling through a 
Injuries construction zone 

and hit loose 
asphalt and gravel 
and lost control. 

9243148 15- 50+ 51 Male Night Dry Uneven Incapacitating !Motorcyclist was --Oct-99 Lanes Injuries traveling through a 
construction zone 
and tried to change 
lanes onto a 1-2" 
resurfaced lane and 
lost control. 

9250935 24- 18 Male Day Dry Gravel Non- !Motorcyclist was --Oct-99 Incapacitating traveling through a 
Injuries construction zone 

and hit some loose 
gravel while 
applying the front 
brake and lost 
!control. 

9253786 27- 54 Male Day Wet Potholes Possible Motorcyclist was --
Oct-99 Injury traveling through a 

construction zone 
and hit potholes 
and lost control. 
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Crash Driver 
9269082 13- 49 IFemale Day Dry Over Rut Possible Motorcyclist was 

Nov- 500cc Injury traveling through a 
99 construction zone 

land hit a rut in the 
icenter of the road 
~ue to construction 
mid lost control. 
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